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1. Introduction 
Quantum stochastic differential equation (QSDE) describes the evolution of interacted quantum systems with 
fundamental quantum noises. Quantum stochastic calculus and quantum Itô formula which goes back to 1984 and was 
basically developed by Hudson and Parthasarathy [1]. They extract some stochastic evolution for open quantum systems 
and their model is a good model in quantum optics [2].  
The deterministic stability theory in first was introduced by Lyapunov, and studies the behavior of physical and 
dynamical systems and is an essential part of control systems. Classical stochastic analogue of Lyapunov stability is well 
developed by Kushner [3] and Has’minski [4] and Mao [5] which the stochastic processes derive with classical 
fundamental noise processes, i.e. Wiener and Poisson process.  
The equation of quantum trajectory (quantum filtering), which was developed by Belavkin, is a classical Itô process. 
The stability analysis of quantum trajectories, in our knowledge, at first appears in [6] which especially was solved in 
detail for two important quantum systems, the first one is ensemble of atoms angular momentum and the second is the 
two spin entanglement that are very important in quantum computing.  
In [7] the stability criterion is developed for Markovian quantum filter in the sense that any randomizations of initial 
density operator get a true estimate of system state in infinite time horizon. Likewise, a local stability criterion is 
extracted for quantum Markov process using quantum Dynkin’s formula in [8]. 
Here we derive some stability theorems for QSDE which evolves with fundamental quantum noises, i.e. annihilation, 
creation and gauge process, both for quantum stochastic flow and stochastic density matrix. To do this, we briefly review 
the quantum probability and quantum stochastic process.  After that, we define some quantum stochastic stability 
conditions and prove several theorems for them.  
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2. Quantum Stochastic Process 
3.1. Quantum Probability and Statistics 
Let H  be some complex Hilbert space with inner product ,  and norm 2 ,y y y= . Let ( )B H be a C*-algebra1 of 
bounded operators over H  and ( )Ì B HA  be a subalgebra. Let : ® P A  be a positive linear functional with ( ) 1=IP  
for identity operator2 I , then ( ),PA  is a quantum probability space. The norm of an operator is 
{ }X Sup X : , 1Î = y y yH . X 0³  means that the operator is positive which we also show as X 0³  and X 0>  
is strictly positive operator. We have the relation ( )X X£P  for quantum probability of an operator and its norm and 
for self-adjoint operator *X X= : (X) 0³P [9]. 
Quantum state enables the computation of statistical properties of quantum operators. A state in a separable Hilbert 
space H , denotes by a trace one positive density operator r y y= where Îy H . The (vacuum) expectation of 
quantum operators X ÎA  via quantum state is: ( )X X Tr( X)rr r= E  . For further reading about quantum 
probability see [9, 13, 15]. 
3.2. Quantum Noise on Fock Space  
Hudson and Parthasarathy obtained a Fock-space representation of Wiener and Poisson Processes which play an 
important role in quantum stochastic calculus. Let 2F L ( )+= H be a Hilbert space, then the symmetric Fock space 
F( )F H  is defined as F F
n 1
n( )
¥
=
= ÅÅ F H H , where   is the symmetric tensor product. In fact, the symmetric Fock 
space F( )F H is the Hilbert space completion of the linear span of the exponential vectors 
n 1
n1
n!
e( ) 1
¥
=
ÅÅ f f  under 
the inner product ( )e( ),e( ) exp ,=f g f g  where 2, L ( , ) , +Î W W Ì f g  and 
0
*, (t) (t)dt
+¥
òf g f g . Likewise, e(0)  is 
the vacuum vector. Quantum noises are annihilation ( t t ]
† †A A [0,= c ), creation ( t t ]A A [0,= c ) and gauge ( tL ) operators by 
their action on exponential vector as [1]: 
( ) ( )
t
( t ) (t ) [0,t ) (t ) [0,t )
0 00
† d dA ( ) (s)ds ( ) , A ( ) + , ( ) exp( )
d d= =
æ ö
= = c L = cç ÷ç ÷
è ø
òe e e e e e   f f f f f f f
d d
d d
d d
  (1) 
 
3.3. QSDE and Stochastic Calculus 
Quantum Itô rule due to Hudson-Parthasarathy play an important rule in quantum stochastic calculus and stochastic 
evolution. We mention the fundamental theorems and equations from [1, 10] that is essential for derivation of quantum 
stochastic stability: 
 
                                                 
1 A C*-algebra ( )B H  is a complex normed algebra which is complete with respect to its norm and for two operators 
P,Q ( )Î B H satisfies the relations: PQ P Q£  and 2*P P P= . 
2 , ;V V V V V= = " ÎI I H  
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Theorem 2.1 (quantum Itô rule): Let t tdX dY,  be the quantum stochastic processes as 
t t t t t t t t
†dX C dA + D dA + E d + F dtL=   and t t t t t t t t
†dY G dA + H dA + K d + L dtL=  then for some stochastically integrable 
processes C,D,E,F,G,H,K,L  the stochastic process t tX Y  satisfies the multiplication 
rule: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t t td X Y d X Y X d Y d X d Y+ += , which for calculations we must use the quantum Itô table: 
t t t t t t t t tt t
† † †d d = d ,d dA = dA ,dA d = dA , dA dA dtL L L L L =  with all the other  products being equal to zero. 
 
Quantum Stochastic Evolution: The Hudson-Parthasarathy QSDE for unitary operator tU Î ÄS W , i.e. 
* * *
t s t s s s s s s s0U U U , U U , U U U U U I+ -= = = = = ,  is: 
( ) ( ){ }1t t t t t 02 * † *dU iH L L dt + LdA L SdA S I d U , U= - - - + - L = I   (2) 
where S, H, L Î ÄS W  are bounded operators. Hamiltonian H  is self-adjoint and S  is scattering operator which is 
unitary, * *SS S S I= = . This equation has many applications in quantum optics and it is the start point for derivation of 
quantum filtering equation [11-15]. 
 
4. Quantum Stochastic Stability 
The stability of quantum stochastic process which we develop here, studies the behavior of quantum observable flow 
and the stochastic evolution of density operator. We prove three of main theorems for stability of quantum flow. The 
stability theorem of stochastic density operator is similar to quantum flow and the proof is identical, hence we omit, but 
quantum flow and density operator have two different QSDE.      
 
4.1. Stability of Quantum Flow 
Quantum flow for operator process t t t t 0
*X U XU (X) , X X= = f , using quantum Itô rule, is: 
( ) ( ) [ ]( ) ( )t t t L,H t t t t t t* * † *dX d (X) (X) dt L ,X S dA S X,L dA S X,S dé ù é ù= = + + + Lë û ë ûLf f f f f  (3) 
where [ ] { }1L,H 2* *(X) i H,X L XL L L,X+ -L  is the generator of quantum flow [1,10] and 
[ ] { }A,B AB BA , A,B AB BA= - = + . In this section, we derive the stability condition for this type of QSDE. 
 
Definition1: a quantum stop time is a self-adjoint operator 
{ }
d
+ È ¥
t = l (l)ò S  with spectral resolution
+(l) : l ÎS  , and 
commutes with quantum flow: s([0, t]), (X) 0 : s tt = ³é ùë ûf  which means that observation of stop process at ([0, t])t  does 
not interference with future quantum flow or physically non-demolish with respect to quantum flow [10]. 
For commutative quantum stochastic process, the quantum stop time is a measurable classical stop time. The 
projection ([0, t])t  means the stopping the quantum stochastic process (flow) occurred at or before time t . For example, 
the first exit time of quantum flow from a set defines as a quantum stop time which we use in the sequel. 
 
Definition2: suppose eX  is equilibrium for quantum flow (3), i.e. 
( ) ( ) [ ]( ) ( ) ( )t L,H e t e t e t e t e e* * *(X ) L ,X S S X ,L S X ,S 0 ; X Xé ù é ù= = = =ë û ë ûLf f f = f f , Then the quantum operator eX  is: 
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1- Locally quantum Stable if 0a" >  and (0,1)Îb , there is  0d >  such that for a positive operator function ( )tXV   
we have t
t 0
Sup (X )t a bÙ
³
æ ö> £ç ÷
è ø
V IP  for some initial d -neighborhood of eX , i.e. (X) <V Id . 
2- Asymptotically quantum stable if it is stable in quantum probability and also ( )
e
tX X t
lim lim (X ) 0 1
® ®¥
= =V IP  
3- Exponentially quantum stable if it is stable in quantum probability and for all T < ¥ : 
t
t 0
Sup (X ) exp( at)a b
³
æ ö> £ -ç ÷
è ø
V IP , where , , a 0a b¥ > >  
 
The local stability means that with initial condition X  ind -neighborhood of equilibrium observable eX , the 
observable evolution tX remains in a -neighborhood with quantum probability no less than (0,1)Îb . The asymptotic 
stability means, the observable reach to equilibrium observable. The exponential stability indicates on the rate of 
convergence. 
 
First of all, let us prove a useful lemma: 
 
Lemma 3.1: let X  be bounded quantum operator, i.e. 0 : X$ < < ¥ £a a , and Q  be a bounded finite-dimensional 
operator , then for every natural numbers n,m the operator n mX XQ  is bounded, i.e. mn0 : X Xg g$ > Q £ . 
Proof: note that we define the norm of operator as: { }X Sup X : , 1V V VÎ = H  then the by general definition of 
bounded operators is 0 : Xa V a V$ < < ¥ £  which by norm definition, we get X £ a  and bQ £ . For bounded 
operators X,Y  there is inequality [16]: XY X Y£ , which by this relation we get the result: 
n mn m n mX X X X a b g+Q £ Q £  .□ 
Now, consider a bounded quantum operator value function ( )tXV . Without loss of generality, assume it is as arbitrary 
finite dimension polynomial span of operator tX as ( ) n nt t n,m t t n,m t
n,m
m mX X X X X= Q º QåV  where m,n {0}Î +  and 
n,mQ  are some bounded operator (matrices) with appropriate dimensions, then by lemma1 ( )tXV  is bounded. Here, we 
want calculate the differential ( )t t t*d (X ) d U XU=V V . For this purpose, note that since tU  is unitary operator, then we 
obtain the following facts: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t t t t t t t t t* * *X Y X Y U XU U YU XY , X Y U X Y U X Y= = = + = + = +f f f f   (4) 
We have: ( ) ( ) ( )n mt t n,m tX X X= QV f f . Then by quantum Itô rule and using equations (2) and (3), easily obtains: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) †n m n m n mt t n,m t t n,m t t n,m t (t ) (A) t t ( ) t(A ) †d (X ) d X X X d X d X d X dt dA dA dL= Q + Q + Q = + + + LV À À À Àf f f f f f  (5) 
Where the operators †(t ) (A) ( )(A ), , , LÀ À À À for this function are: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ){ } ( )
( ){ } ( ) ( )†
n m n m n m
(t ) t L,H n,m t t n,m t L,H t n,m t
n m m n m
(A) t n,m t t t n,m t
n n m n
t t n,m t t n,m t(A )
* *
* * *
* * *
(X ) (X ) (X ) (X ) L ,X S S X ,L
L ,X S (X ) S X ,S (X ) L ,X S
(X ) S X ,S S X ,L S X ,L (X
é ù é ù= Q + Q + Q ë ûë û
é ù é ù é ù= Q + + Që û ë û ë û
é ù é ù é ù= + Q + Që û ë ûë û
À
À
À
L Lf f f f f f
f f f f f
f f f f f
( ){ } ( ) ( )
m
n n m n m
( ) t t n,m t t n,m t
* * *
)
(X ) S X ,S S X ,S S X ,S (X )L é ù é ù é ù= + Q + Që û ë û ë ûÀ f f f f f
  (6) 
We always for every other bounded positive operator value function t(X )V , the expression like last part of equation (5). 
By those definitions, we know ready to prove some quantum stochastic stability theorems: 
 
Theorem 3.1 (Locally Quantum Stable): consider the QSDE in (3) and define the set ( ){ }t tX X £V I e e: ; if there is 
positive operator function ( )tXV   such that e t t t(X ) 0 , (X ) 0 : X {X }= > " Î -V V e  and (t ) t0 : X£ " ÎeÀ , then 
the quantum observable eX  is stable in sense of quantum probability. 
Proof: we wish to make t
t 0
Sup (X )t eÙ
³
æ ö³ç ÷
è ø
V IP  arbitrarily small for sufficiently small initial distance (X) d<V I . For 
some non-demolish quantum stop-time { }tinf t :X et Ï  , by quantum Itô rule, (see equation (5) ), we find that: 
†
t t t t
t (s) (A ) s s ( ) s(A )
0 0 0 0
†(X ) (X) ds dA dA d
t t t t
t
Ù Ù Ù Ù
Ù L= + + + + Lò ò ò òV V À À À À  (7) 
From the fact that the vacuum expectation of quantum stochastic integrals is zero, see [17], it obtains 
( ) ( ) ( )
t
t (s)
0
(X ) (X) ds
t
r t r r
Ù
Ù = + òV VE E E À . For (t ) 0£À , the time integral is non-increasing. Without loss of generality 
suppose for S: ,x z x zY = Ä Î ÎH F  the quantum expectation be pure state expectation, 
 Since expectation could be 
expressed as a convex combination of such vector inner products [18], then we 
find: ( ) ( )t t(X ) , (X ) , (X) (X)r rÙ ÙY Y £ Y Y =V V V VE Et t , By this inequality together with Chebyshev’s 
inequality, we obtain: ( ) ( )1 1t t
t 0
Sup (X ) (X ) (X)t tr ra a a
- -
Ù Ù
³
æ ö> £ £ç ÷
è ø
V I V VP E E . By this last inequality and the relation 
( ) ( )(X) , ,r rd d d d< = Y Y = Y Y =V I IE  E   , then conclude 1t
t 0
Sup (X )t a a d b
-
Ù
³
æ ö> <ç ÷
è ø
V I P . Note that b  could 
become arbitrarily small by choosing initial condition X  sufficiently close to eX .□ 
  
Theorem 3.2 (Asymptotically Quantum Stable): consider quantum flow (3); if there is a bounded positive operator value 
function ( )tXV   such that ( )e t ( t ) etX 0 , (X ) 0 , 0 : X {X }e= > < " Î -V V  À , then the quantum observable 
equilibrium eX  is asymptotically open quantum stable. 
Proof: we want to prove that with sufficiently close initial condition to desired operator, we have convergence in 
quantum probability to equilibrium, i.e. ( )( )t
eX X t
Lim Lim X 0 0
® ®¥
> =V IP . Define the level 
sets: ( ){ }t t i i i i 1i i 1 iX X : , , , i 1,.., ne e ee e e e
+
++
£ Î Ì > =V I    :  and the quantum stop 
times: { } 1i t n n 1iinf t : X : 0et t t t-Ï > > > ³   , then using the quantum Itô rule and taking vacuum expectation: 
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( ) ( ) ( )(t ) i+1 i i i+1
i+1
i+1 i
i
t
t t
t
(X ) (X ) dt : , [ , ] 0r r r
t
t t
t
t t t t
Ù
Ù Ù
Ù
= + > =òV VE E E À  (8) 
By assumption ( )(t ) 0r <E À , for two stop times i i+1t < t : ( ) ( )i+1 it t(X ) (X )r rt tÙ Ù<V VE E  and similarly for sequences 
of stop times 2 n0 < t < t < < t1 , we find that: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )n 2 1t t t(X ) (X ) (X ) (X)r r r rt t tÙ Ù Ù< < < <V V V VE E E E . We 
now, obtain the condition such that the quantum observable flows from one level set to another in finite time. For this 
purpose suppose that  (t ) b 0 , b
+£ - < ÎI À , then by equation (8), we obtain: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( t ) i 1 i
i 1 i 1
i 1 i
i i
t t
t t
t t
(X ) (X ) dt b dt b t tr r r r r
t t
t t
t t
t t+
+ +
+
Ù Ù
Ù Ù
Ù Ù
æ ö
ç ÷- = - > = Ù - Ù
ç ÷
è ø
ò òV V IE E E E EÀ  (9) 
then ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )1 1i 1 i i 1 i i 1t t tt t b (X ) (X ) b (X )r r r rt t tt t - -+ + +Ù Ù ÙÙ - Ù < - <V V VE E E E and with bounded i 1t(X )t +ÙV , the 
quantum observable flows from 
ie
  to 
i 1e +
 in a finite average time. Likewise, as t ® ¥ , we get for some sample path 
nt t® = ¥ : ( ) ( )1(X ) (X )r r t¥ <V VE E . Then with similar argument in previous proof, implies 
( )( ) ( )( )1ttlim X Xra a -®¥ ³ <V I VP E . For those sample path: ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
0
( t ) ss
dt X lim Xr r r
¥
®¥
- = -ò V VE E EÀ  which 
with ( )tXV  bounded and by assumption ( )(t ) 0r- >E À , the statement ( )(t )
0
dtr
¥
- < ¥ò E À  satisfies at least for 
( )(t )tlim 0r®¥ =E À .□ 
 
Theorem 3.3 (Exponentially Quantum Stable): if there is a bounded positive operator value function ( )tXV   such that 
e t ( t ) t et(X ) 0 , (X ) 0 , a (X ) 0 : X {X } , a 0e= > + < " Î - >V V V    À , then the observable equilibrium eX  is 
exponentially stable for quantum flow (3). 
Proof: from previous proof, we know ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
t t
t (s) s
0 0
(X ) (X) ds (X) a (X ) ds
t t
tr r r r r
Ù Ù
Ù = + < + -ò òV V V VE E E E EÀ , 
which implies, by Gronwall lemma, that: ( ) ( ) ( )t(X ) (X) exp a(t )tr r tÙ < - ÙV VE E  and finally the result follows as: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1t t
t 0
Sup (X ) (X ) (X) exp a(t ) exp a(t )t tr ra a a t b t
- -
Ù Ù
³
æ ö> £ £ - Ù = - Ùç ÷
è ø
V I V VP E E .□ 
 
Remark: The exponential quantum stability estimates the probability rate that the quantum observable flows to 
equilibrium. 
  
4.2. Stability of Quantum State 
As it known, the quantum state in quantum mechanics is denoted by a self-adjoint density operator tr . Herein, we 
investigate the stability of quantum state. The unitary evolution of quantum state is [2, 16] t t t 0
*U U ,r r r r= =  which by 
using the quantum Itô rule: t t t t t t t
* * *d dU U U dU dU dUr r r r= + + , we find the following QSDE for stochastic density 
operator: 
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( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t t t* * * † *d dt ,L S S dA S S L, dA S ,S dr r r r ré ù é ù é ù= + + + Lë û ë û ë ûL  (10) 
where ( ) [ ] { }1t t t t2* * *i H, L S S L L L,r r r r- + -L . Let denote an equilibrium of quantum state by er  which obtain by 
setting all the differential coefficient in (10) being equal to zero or equivalently: t te e
*U Ur r= . Without loss of 
generality, let us set: ( ) n m n mt t n,m t t n,m t
n,m
: n,m {0}r r r r r= Q º Q Î +åV  . Since n nt t t*U Ur r= then by quantum Itô rule, 
we obtain: 
( ) ( ) ( )n n n n nt t t t t t t t* * * † *d dt ,L S S dA S S L, dA S ,S dr r r r ré ù é ù é ù= + + + Lë û ë û ë ûL  (11) 
and likewise: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )n m n m n m n mt n,m t t n,m t t n,m t t n,m td d d d dQ = Q + Q + Qr r r r r r r r  (12) 
by equations (11) and (12) we get: 
( ) ( )
( )
n m n m n m
t t nm t t nm t t nm t t
n m n m n m
t nm t t nm t t nm t t
n m n m n
t nm t t nm t t
( ,t )
* * * * * * *
* * * * †
* * *
d dt ,L S S ,L S S ,L S S S ,S dA
S S L, S S L, S ,S S S L, dA
S ,S S ,S S ,S
rr r r r r r r
r r r r r r
r r r r r
é ù é ù é ù é ù= + Q + Q + Që û ë û ë û ë û
é ù é ù é ù é ù+ Q + Q + Që û ë û ë û ë û
é ù é ù é ù+ Q + Q +ë û ë û ë
V À
( )mnm t t*S ,S dré ùQ Lû ë û
 (13) 
where ( ) ( )n m n m n mt nm t t nm t t nm t( ,t ) * * *,L S S S S L,r r r r r r ré ù é ù= Q + Q + Që û ë ûÀ L L  and by using the Einstein summation 
notation in (13). For ease of notation, the quantum stochastic terms for general function ( )trV  is denoted by 
†( ,t ) ( ,A) ( , )( ,A )
, , ,r r rr LÀ À À À . Then for a stop timet : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†
t t t
( ,t) ( ,A) t t ( , ) t( ,A )0
0 0 0
t
t
†( ) ( ) dt dA dA d
t t t
r r r r r r r r rr
t
tr r
Ù Ù Ù
L
Ù
Ù = + + + + Lò ò ò òV VE E E E E EÀ À À À  (14) 
with a parallel argument to previous section, the vacuum expectation of quantum stochastic integrals is zero. By ( ,t )rÀ  , 
there is several stability conditions for stochastic density matrix, which is implied in the following and since the proof is 
similar to previous section, hence we omit. 
 
Theorem 3.4 (stability of stochastic density operator): suppose there is positive function ( )tV r   such that 
( ) ( )e t t e( ) 0, ( ) 0 : { }r r er r r r= > " Î -V V E  E  which { }t t: ( )e r r e<V I  ,  then  the equilibrium er  is: 
1- Local quantum state stable if  for initial density operator 0 dr Î : ( ) t( ,t ) 0 ,r er r£ " ÎE À  
2- Asymptotically quantum state stable if for initial density operator 0 dr Î : ( ) t e( ,t ) 0 : { }r er r r< " Î -E À  
3- Exponentially quantum state stable if there is a +Î  such that ( ) ( )t t e( ,t ) a ( ) 0: { }r r er r r r+ < " Î -V E EÀ  
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